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Social Impact Investing
A shared objective: contributing  
to the common good
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Social Impact Investing
A shared objective: contributing to the common good
Amundi accompanies and advises investors in choosing the appropriate investment strategy to reach their 
impact objectives.
Today, impact investing is organised around investment themes that are aligned with the United Nations’ 
17 Sustainable Development Goals. These goals involve meeting the basic needs of women and men: having 
a roof over one’s head, finding a job, learning to read and write, feeding and looking after oneself, acquiring 
independence through entrepreneurship, preserving the environment, limiting water usage, recognising gender 
equality and participating in building the economy of the future...
Investment with a social impact, better known as social impact investing, combines searching for financial 
returns with measurable social and/or environmental performance.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
AND INFRASTRUCTURES
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United Nations’ Sustainable 
Development Goals for 2030
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Amundi, a key player in social  
and environmental impact investing
When Amundi, the leading asset manager 
in Europe, was created, it made Socially 
Responsible Investment (SRI) one of its four 
founding pillars.

At Amundi, we firmly believe that the positive 
impacts generated by investing in the social 
and solidarity-based economy today will be 
a source of profitability tomorrow. Amundi 
accompanies and advises investors in choosing 
the appropriate invest ment strategy to reach 
their impact objectives.

For instance, among Amundi’s environment-
focused solutions, we have green bond funds, 
aimed at financing key players of the energy 
transition, Amundi Transition Énergétique, 
a  joint venture with EDF that invests in 
renewable energy projects, “low carbon” 
asset management and thematic funds such 
as CPR AM’s “Food for Generations” and the 
KBI Water Fund.

What if finance came hand in hand with solidarity? 
Social Investing

A host of basic needs to be addressed in France...

...a necessary solidarity, manifested through multiple channels, requires 
increasingly greater resources.
The development of the Social and Solidarity Economy complements the social initiatives implemented 
at different governement levels and the ecosystem constituted by charities, foundations, NGOs, and 
associations. Today, the challenge is to continue funding social initiatives by promoting the development 
of profitable social enterprises based on sustainable business models and with activities that can be 
sustained over a long period of time.

Social impact investing is designed to finance the Social and Solidarity Economy over the long term by 
creating a direct link between savers and investors looking for meaning in their investments and social 
enterprises seeking funding. It is a shared objective: contributing to the common good.

4.1 million1 
homeless people 

(twice the number 
reported in 2001)
15 million facing  

the housing crisis*

500,0001  
unemployed  

young people.
Half of those 

without a degree 
cannot find a job

2.5 million1 
people who  
do not have 
a  sufficient 
literacy level 

to be independent 
in their daily lives**

91 million1   
tonnes of 

non recovered 
waste in France

1. Data as of 09/30/21
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The concept of a Social and Solidarity 
Economy (SSE) denotes a set of organisations 
with a variety of legal forms (associations, 
cooperatives, simplified joint stock 
companies, private limited companies, etc.) 
whose corporate purpose, activities, revenue 
and inner workings are primarily focused on 
social utility and mutual help.

In France, these organisations enjoy a 
legal framework which has been further 
strengthened by Law 2014-856 of 31 July 2014 
on the Social and Solidarity-Based Economy.

Worldwide, Social Investing is based on 
investment themes that reference the United 
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs). Their purpose is to contribute to the 
common good. Impact investing intends  
to do just that.

Amundi has developed a social 
investing offering that falls squarely within 
a booming sector in France and in a few other 
countries, in particular thanks to a favourable 
ecosystem and employee savings plans.

Social Impact investing is an additional component 
to well known solidarity circuits (grants, asso-
ciations and NGOs). Providing a source of debt 
or capital financing for long-established, socially-
oriented enterprises represents a new opportunity 
to contribute to a better world and Amundi firmly 
believes that the social and solidarity-based 
economy is the source of significant innovation.

By investing or reinvesting nearly €400m in 
social enterprises, we support their long-term 
development and leverage the positive impact 
delivered to the beneficiaries of their activities. 
The Amundi Finance et Solidarité Fund is 
symbolic of Amundi’s commitment to standing 
alongside savers and investors who care about 
both the most vulnerable persons and social 
enterprises.

* Source: 26rd report on the status of substandard housing in France and the Abbé Pierre Foundation.  
** Source: INSEE..

A simple formula to better live together every day

+ + + +
Decent 
housing

A meaningful 
job

Appropriate 
training

A preserved 
environment

Access to funding 
to start a business

=

Greater social 
cohesion
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Key performance indicators of our social themes 
provided in simple figures:

– Number of people housed

– Number of jobs created or maintained

– Number of beneficiaries of healthcare services

– Number of people trained

– Number of cases of over-indebtedness prevented

– Number of tonnes of recycled waste

– Number of hectares of farmland preserved

– Number of enterprises created or supported by microfinancing

Amundi Finance et Solidarité 
The Impact Investing fund managed by Amundi thanks 
to savers and institutional investors who wish to support social 
enterprises.

Today in France,  
tomorrow in Europe and worldwide

* CSR: Corporate Social Responsibility

>€403M1 
in assets under 
management

Partnerships  
with regional 

solidarity-based 
funders of VSEs

An investment  
that is meaningful 

for savers and investors 
alike and consistent  

with their  
CSR policy*

Substantial  
capacity to support 

enterprises with  
a social impact

Amundi’s  
leading social 
impact fund

Funded  
with almost

€4bn1

from solidarity-based 
employee savings  

schemes...

...and large  
investors

451 
social businesses 

funded

1501 
social businesses  

met each year

1. Data as of 09/30/21
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Five Impact Investing Themes
For its Finance et Solidarity Strategy, Amundi has selected five social impact investing themes that 
cover most of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The goal of these five themes is to:

4a. The environment 
preservation and 
a faire access to 
natural ressources

4b. Circular 
economy

1,6291
of farmland 
preserved

274,8371
tonnes of 

recycled waste

5. International 
solidarity including 
microfinancing

Meet the basic needs of women and men by facilitating:

1. Access to decent 
housing, one of the 
factors of social  
cohesion

2. Access to a 
meaningful job, 
a factor for social 
inclusion

52,2531
jobs  created 
or maintained

13,2161
people  
housed 2,8721

10,9141

5401

70,7041

3a. Access to 
healthcare

3b. Access to 
education and 
training

75,0691
people  
trained

344,6161
healthcare 

beneficiaries

*in % of the portfolio investment in the company

322,7481 
beneficiaries  

of micro– 
financing

Since the 
inception of< 
the strategy 

in 2012*

out of 
which 
2021

46,0251

86,2751

15,8361

1. Data as of 09/30/21



This information is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any country or jurisdiction where to do so would be 
contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Amundi AM or its affiliates to any registration requirements within these restrictions. 
In any case, persons who are subject to such restrictions, such as US persons are not permitted access to information contained herein. 
This material is solely for the attention of institutional, professional, qualified or sophisticated investors and distributors. It is not to be 
distributed to the general public, private customers or retail investors in any jurisdiction whatsoever nor to “US Persons”.
Moreover, any such investor should be, in the European Union, a “Professional” investor as defined in Directive 2004/39/EC dated 21 
April 2004 on markets in financial instruments (“MIFID”), to investment services providers and any other professional of the financial 
industry, and as the case may be in each local regulations and, as far as the offering in Switzerland is concerned, a “Qualified Investor” 
within the meaning of the provisions of the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes
Act of 23 June 2006 (CISA), the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Ordinance of 22 November 2006 (CISO) and the FINMA’s Circular 
08/8 on Public Advertising under the Collective Investment Schemes legislation of 20 November 2008. In no event may this material be 
distributed in the European Union to non “Professional” investors as defined in the MIFID or in each local regulation, or in Switzerland to 
investors who do not comply with the definition of “qualified investors” as defined in the applicable legislation and regulation.
This document neither constitutes an offer to buy nor a solicitation to sell a product and shall not be considered as an unlawful solicitation 
or an investment advice. Amundi AM accepts no liability whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, that may arise from the use of information 
contained in this material. Amundi AM can in no way be held responsible for any decision or investment made on the basis of information 
contained in this material. The information contained in this document is disclosed to you on a confidential basis and shall not be copied, 
reproduced, modified, translated or distributed without the prior written approval of Amundi AM, to any third person or entity in any 
country or jurisdiction which would subject Amundi AM or any of “the Funds”, to any registration requirements within these jurisdictions 
or where it might be considered as unlawful. The information contained in this document is deemed accurate as at March 6, 2020. Data, 
opinions and estimates may be changed without notice.
In compliance with French applicable laws, Amundi Asset Management’s contacts have the right to receive, rectify or ask for deletion 
of the personal data Amundi holds on them. To enforce this right, they can contact Amundi Asset Management at: info@amundi.com
Document issued by Amundi Asset Management, French “société par actions simplifiée” - SAS with capital of 1 086 262 605 euros 
and approved by the French Securities Regulator (Autorité des Marchés Financiers-AMF) under number GP 04000036 as a portfolio 
management company, 90 boulevard Pasteur - 75015 Paris-France - 437 574 452 RCS Paris. Photo Credit: © Istock - RichVintage

Your Amundi Impact Investing contacts
Laurence LAPLANE-RIGAL laurence.laplane-rigal@amundi.com
Mathieu AZZOUZ mathieu.azzouz@amundi.com
Yves HAUSMANN yves.hausmann@amundi.com
Florian PEUDEVIN florian.peudevin@amundi.com
Bérénice LACROIX berenice.lacroix@amundi.com
Anne Charlotte DUCOS anne-charlotte.ducos@amundi.com

www.amundi.oneheart.fr


